Method one  Wrap around ring sizer

INSTRUCTIONS
1  Cut around ring sizer outline.
2  Use a utility knife to cut a slit in the ring sizer where shown.
3  Wrap the ring sizer around the appropriate finger with the letters on the outside.
4  Poke the pointed end of the sizer through the slit and pull so it fits snugly around the widest part of your finger (normally at the largest knuckle).
5  Read the letter size (E-Z) at the slit. If the size falls between two letters, use the larger size.
Method two  Current ring sizer

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Choose one of your current rings that comfortably fits the correct finger.
2. Place your ring over the circles below until you find the best match. The circle should match the INSIDE of your ring.
3. Use the letter inside the circle that matches.

Want to know more? Visit www.metalurges.com.au or email chris@metalurges.com.au